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Summery and conclusions

interest throughout the period in which the interests accrue, while individuals may deduct 
the interest in the income year in which the interest falls due for payment.

limitation rules (i) a thin capitalisation rule, (ii) an asset-based limitation rule, and (iii) an 
EBIT-based limitation rule. 

The thin capitalisation rule was introduced in 1998 with the purpose to deny the 
deductibility of excessive gross interest payments and capital losses on controlled debt, if 
the debt itself is not considered to be in accordance with the arm’s length principle. If the 
debt-to-equity exceeds a ratio of 4:1 at the end of the income year, the exceeding controlled 
debt of the corporation will be considered to be not at arm’s length, unless the corporation 

and interest rate - could be obtained between independent parties at the end of the income 
year (arm’s length at the end of the income year).

The purpose of the asset-based limitation rule and the EBIT-based limitation rule is to 

value of the corporation’s assets multiplied with a standard rate (2.7% 2019-level). 

to non-deductible distributions.
Following the OECD BEPS Action 4 report the Danish Implementation Council, which 

advises the Danish government in ensuring that Danish corporations are not subject to 
stricter requirements than corporations in other EU countries, recommended that the three 

report/ATAD article 4.2 

1 

on international interest limitation legislation. Interest limitation legislation was also the topic of his PhD 
dissertation.

2 
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earning-based limitation rule, i.e. the EBIT-based limitation rule, to match the OECD BEPS 

be abolished and be replaced by the hybrid rules contained in OECD BEPS Action 2 report/
ATAD article 9.3 

interest limitation rule as the general interest limitation rule without any material changes. 
It seems that the Danish legislator does not share the OECD BEPS Action 4 reports concerns 
in relation to inconsistencies or that some corporate group’s most valuable assets may not be 

i.e. depreciated, value of the assets. The asset-based limitation rule is therefore probably still 

EBIT-based limitation rule to comply with both OECD BEPS Action 4 report and ATAD article 
4.4

depreciation and Amortisation (EBITDA) can only be reduced by a maximum of 30% by virtue 

with the EBITDA-based rule, as the ratio of net interest to third parties divided by EBITDA of 

unless the taxpayer elects to apply the rule for 10 years.

chose only to align the earning-based limitation rule to the international standards in ATAD 
article 4 and the OECD BEPS Action 4 report. 

Part One: General rules regarding interest deductibility

1.1. General overview

limitation rules apply.5 It is a prerequisite for interest deductions that there is in fact an actual 
loan between the parties which has to be repaid, and according to which the debtor is legally 
required to pay interest.6 Thus, a guarantor, inter alia, can only deduct interest expenses 

Interest expenses are generally deductible regardless of the origin, purpose(s) or 
reason(s) of the underlying loan. However, certain exceptions apply as interest accruing on 
taxes, customs, duties et cetera, have not been deductible since 1975.7

3 See Bill no 1726 of 27 December 2018.
4 See Bill no 1726 of 27 December 2018.
5 Cf. s. 4 of the State Tax Act and for example s. 11, 11 B and 11 C of the Corporate Tax Act.
6 See TfS 1999, 571 Ø, TfS 2001, 316 V and TfS 1988, 278 H.
7 Cf. s. 17 A of the Tax Assessment Act.
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deductible.8

loans can be immediately deducted with up to 2.5% of the loans principal amount, while 
the excess commission(s) and/or premium(s) must be allocated throughout the remaining 
maturity period.9

The Danish rules concerning interest limitation for companies - as described below in Part 

a periodic 
calculated payment to a creditor to make capital available and the payment is calculated as a certain 
percentage of the at any time outstanding debt 10 It is not imperative, that the interest be paid 
periodically, insofar as the interest is calculated periodically, i.e. the ongoing accrual of 
interests payable is the determining factor for tax purposes. 

If one or more of the mentioned characteristics are not present, the payment will not 

another type of payment.11 

periodic payment is computed as a certain percentage of the at any time outstanding debt.12 
 alia, to the interest 

of interest has not been changed following the release of the OECD BEPS Action 4 report. 

1.3. Interest deductibility

falls due for payment.13 Interest expenses relating to a period longer than six months , and 
due more than six months before the expiration of the period, must be allocated throughout 
the period in which the interests are incurred.14 To the extent an interest payment for a prior 
income year has in fact not been paid, the taxpayer may not deduct any further interest 
expenses regarding the same loan, unless the taxpayer provides evidence that he was able 

15

8 Cf. s. 8(3) of the Tax Assessment Act.
9 Cf. s. 5 and 8(3) of the Tax Assessment Act.
10 

11 See also TfS 1994, 268 and TfS 1998, 77.
12 Cf. Law no. 1883 of 29 December 2015.
13 Cf. s. 4 of the State Tax Act and s. 5 of the Tax Assessment Act.
14 Cf. s. 5(2) of the Tax Assessment Act.
15 Cf. s. 5(8) of the Tax Assessment Act.
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Interest expenses are also deductible for companies although companies are required 
to allocate the interest expenses throughout the period in which the interests accrue. 
Individuals engaged in business activities may choose to allocate interest expenses over the 
period in which the interests accrue.16 

Part Two: limitation on interest deductibility before BEPS  
Action 4 report

2.1. General overview

(i) a thin capitalisation rule, 
(ii) an asset-based limitation rule, and 
(iii) an EBIT-based limitation rule. 
The purpose of the thin capitalisation rule is to deny the deductibility of excessive gross 
interest payments and capital losses on controlled debt if the debt itself is not considered 
to be in accordance with the arm’s length principle. If the debt-to-equity exceeds a ratio 
of 4:1 at the end of the income year, the exceeding controlled debt of the corporation will 
be considered to not be at  arm’s length, unless the corporation can provide evidence to 

be obtained between independent parties at the end of the income year (arm’s length at the 
end of the income year).

The purpose of the asset-based limitation rule and the EBIT-based limitation rule is to 

of the corporation’s assets multiplied with a standard rate (2.7% 2019-level). 

to non-deductible distributions.

distributions

A Danish resident corporation’s debt to a non-resident individual or corporation exerting 

16 Cf. s. 5(4) and 5(5) of the Tax Assessment Act.
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of residence of the controlling individual/corporation.17 Further, the consequence of this 

distributions. In certain situations, the hybrid rule also applies to debt even though the debt 
is characterised as a claim for the creditor under foreign tax rules. Such situations occur if 
the creditor has debt to another group company for which the debt (claim) is characterised 
as equity (or instead this company has debt to another group company and so on), i.e. 

intermediary is to be reduced according to the Interest and Royalty Directive (2003/49/EC) 
or according to a tax treaty.

Lastly, if a corporation provides a loan either directly or indirectly to a controlling 

unless the taxpayer can substantiate that the loan (i) is granted during the ordinary course of 

Act.18 Any interest payment on such a shareholder loan is not deductible, as no loan exists 
for tax purposes.

19

The thin capitalisation rule20 entails a disallowance of interest deduction as well as capital 

capitalisation rule only applies to loans entered into between related corporations including 
permanent establishments, but also includes loans from third parties if the loan either 
directly or indirectly is guaranteed by a related corporation, as this might de facto create a 
controlled environment and thereby potentially constitute a non-arm’s length (controlled) 
loan. The thin capitalisation rule only applies for corporate groups which have controlled 
debt exceeding ten million DKK at the end of the income year.

In assessing whether the controlled debts are considered arm’s length, the corporation’s 
solvency ratio is the determining factor. This necessitates that an account of all the 

21

If a corporation’s debt-to-equity ratio exceeds 4:1 the corporation is considered thinly 

17 Cf. s. 2B of the Corporate Tax Act. The hybrid rule also applies to non-resident corporations’ permanent 

18 Cf. s. 16E of the Tax Assessment Act.
19 Cf. s. 11(4), 11B(8) and 11C(2) of the Corporate Tax Act.
20 Cf. s. 11 of the Corporate Tax Act. 
21 Cf. s. 11(2 and 3) of the Corporate Tax Act.
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debt cannot be deducted. If the corporation can substantiate that similar funding could be 
obtained between independent parties at the end of the income year, deduction limitations 
may be reduced or completely eliminated.22

tax-exempt on interest income and capital gains if the corresponding deduction of the interest 
payments and/or capital losses relating to the controlled debt has been denied according to 
the thin capitalisation rule.23 This tax exemption does not include interest income and capital 
gains relating to third party loans, guaranteed by a related corporation. 

exempt on interest income and capital gains if the corresponding deduction of the interest 
payment and/or capital losses has been denied according to the thin capitalisation rule in 
another EU/EEA country. This amount is however maximised to that which would have been 
denied according to the Danish thin capitalisation rule, had the thinly capped borrower been 

24 This was added to the thin capitalisation rule following the ECJ’s 
decision in the C-593/14 Masco-case. 

The thin capitalisation rule is applied at group level for corporate groups and permanent 
establishment hereof although it should be noted that this assessment is not necessarily 
identical to being subject to Danish joint taxation. Accordingly, the solvency ratio and 
controlled debt are calculated on group level when assessing whether interest limitation 
may be imposed.25

The asset-based limitation rule denies interest deductions, as well as other deductions 

26 A minimum threshold 

of the corporations’ assets multiplied by a standard rate (2.7 % 2019-level). 27 These assets 
encompass:

 – depreciable assets
 – non-depreciable assets 
 –
 –
 –

and trade debtors exceeding trade creditors is positive
 –
 –

expenses

 – shares (unless trading in shares)
 – receivables
 – cash

22 Cf. s. 11(1) of the Corporate Tax Act.
23 Cf. s. 11(6) of the Corporate Tax Act.
24 Cf. s. 11(7) of the Corporate Tax Act.
25 Cf. s. 11(4) of the Corporate Tax Act.
26 Cf. s. 11 B of the Corporate Tax Act.
27 Cf. s. 11 B (2) of the Corporate Tax Act.
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 – claims
 – bonds
 –

income or operating expenses.28 
As the tax value of the above-mentioned assets are used depreciations will reduce the 

assets without a tax value or a tax value of zero will not be included in the calculation. The 
asset-based limitation rule is very complex and represents a fairly unique approach - only 

The net
 – interest payments and deductible commissions related to loans agreements, 
 –
 –
 – dividends as well as capital gain and losses on shares.29  

It should be noted that if the net computation of dividends and capital gains and losses on 

standard rate cannot be deducted. Noticeably the asset-based limitation rule assumes a 

so, it should be considered doubtful whether the asset-based limitation rule is targeted 
enough, especially in the light of the administrative inconvenience for both taxpayers and 
tax authorities. 

forward according to the asset-based limitation rule. However, net capital losses relating to 

30 Further it should be noted that unrealised losses on interest swaps 
related to debt secured in real estate can always be carried forward during the term of the 

The asset-based limitation rule applies on a consolidated basis for corporate groups 
and permanent establishment that are party to Danish joint taxation. Accordingly, the net 

limitation according to the asset-based limitation rule.31

32

28 Cf. s. 11 B (5) of the Corporate Tax Act.
29 Cf. s. 11 B (4) of the Corporate Tax Act.
30 Cf. s. 11 B (10) of the Corporate Tax Act.
31 Cf. s. 11 B (8) of the Corporate Tax Act.
32 Cf. s. 11 C of the Corporate Tax Act.
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is applied following the application of the thin capitalisation rule and the asset-based interest 
limitation rule in that order. 

applied on a consolidated basis for corporate groups and permanent establishment hereof 
parties to Danish joint taxation.33

2.3.1. Limitations by reference to the borrower

on the circumstances of the borrower.34 

relation to both taxable corporate entities35 and transparent entities36, according to which 

the entity. 
These hybrid rules are outside the scope of this report but should be noted as such a 

2.3.2. Limitations by reference to the lender

lender, i.e. by referring to the tax treatment of the lender.37

of the borrower is limited due to the circumstances of the lender. A Danish resident 

the circumstance of the lender decisive.38 Interest payments on the debt are accordingly 

33 Cf. s. 11 C (2) of the Corporate Tax Act.
34 As the limitation according to the thin capitalisation rule can be reduced or eliminated if the corporation can 

demonstrate that similar funding could be obtained between non-related parties some reference is also given 
to the lender.

35 Cf. s. 2A of the Corporate Tax Act.
36 Cf. s. 2C of the Corporate Tax Act.
37 As the limitation according to the thin capitalisation rule can be reduced or eliminated if the corporation can 

demonstrate that similar funding could be obtained between non-related parties some reference is also given 
to the lender.

38 Cf. s. 2B of the Corporate Tax Act. The hybrid rule also applies to non-resident corporations’ permanent 
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2.3.3 Limitations based on other considerations

prerequisite for interest deduction is the existence of debt. 

the borrower to repay the amount and (iv) an exchange of promises and payments between 
the parties.39 

start that the borrower will not be able to repay the loan. It is still not entirely clear whether 

40 

dividends as described above in section 2.3.2.

Part Three: Implementation of the proposals in the BEPS  
Action 4 report

3.1.  General overview

4 report, as well as Directive 2016/1164 (ATAD). In 2017 the Danish Implementation Council, 
which advises the Danish government in ensuring that Danish corporations are not subject 
to stricter requirements than corporations in other EU countries, recommended that the 

4 report/ATAD article 4.41 Hence, the adjustments recommended were not to tighten the 
interest limitation rules - as the Danish interest limitation rules are already quite strict - but 
rather to simplify and align the Danish interest limitation rules to the international standards. 

align the earning-based limitation rule, i.e. the EBIT-based limitation rule, to match the OECD 

39 See also Jakob Bundgaard in Derivatives & Financial Instruments, 2008 (Vol. 10), No. 4, Perpetual and Super-
Maturity Debt Instruments in International Tax Law.

40 

and Jakob Bundgaard in Derivatives & Financial Instruments, 2008 (Vol. 10), No. 4, Perpetual and Super-Maturity 
Debt Instruments in International Tax Law.

41 
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equity will be abolished and be replaced by the hybrid rules contained in OECD BEPS Action 
2 report/ATAD article 9.42

3.2. Implementation of the BEPS Action 4 report

The OECD BEPS Action 4 report’s recommendation on best practice to prevent base erosion 

recommended approach is to limit the deduction of interests and payments economically 

interest payments to third parties divided by EBITDA calculated on the basis of the worldwide 
de minimis (group) threshold is recommended to carve 

conversely a carry-forward of unused interest capacity is recommended.43

The OECD BEPS Action 4 report also recommends supporting the EBITDA-rule by rules 

example rules on thin capitalisation.
The earning based approach is considered a straightforward approach which ensures 

economic activities. However, the OECD BEPS Action 4 report also considers using asset values 

more stable than earnings which would improve certainty and create a steadier and more 
predictable level of interest limitation.44

approach is not only to identify those assets which drive the creation of value, but also to 

could be impractical and involve an excessive compliance burden, while amortised historic 

the assets contribution to the economic activity, especially in relation to intangible assets in 

into account in an asset-based approach.45

rules: 
(i) a thin capitalisation rule
(ii) an asset-based limitation rule 
(iii) an EBIT-based limitation rule

main interest limitation rules: 
(i) a thin capitalisation rule

42 See Bill no 1726 of 27 December 2018.
43 See OECD BEPS Action 4 report, cha. 1.
44 See OECD BEPS Action 4 report, para. 79.
45 See OECD BEPS Action 4 report, para. 80.
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(ii) an asset-based limitation rule 
(iii) an EBITDA-based limitation rule 

based interest limitation rule as the general interest limitation rule without any material 
changes. It seems that the Danish legislator does not share the OECD BEPS Action 4 reports 
concerns in relation to inconsistencies or that some corporate group’s most valuable assets 

the historic, i.e. depreciated, value of the assets. The asset-based limitation rule is therefore 

EBIT-based limitation rule to comply with both OECD BEPS Action 4 report and ATAD article 
4.46

expenses, taxes, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) can only be reduced by a maximum 

de minimis threshold was increased from DKK 
21,300,000 to 22,313,400 DKK (approx. 3 million EUR).  Moreover, the new EBITDA-based 

2(5), which is in line with the OECD BEPS Action 4 report, unless the taxpayer elects the rule 
to apply for 10 years.

based limitation rule, as dividends, as well as capital gains and losses on shares, is no longer 
47

Net share income cannot accurately be seen as payments equivalent to interest but was 

not included in calculating the asset-base in the asset-based interest limitation rule. As of 1 

expenses in relation to the EBITDA-based limitation rule but will instead be included in the 
calculation of EBITDA. The amendment seems necessary to comply with ATAD article 4, as 

to a higher interest deduction than allowed under ATAD article 4.
Further a group ratio-rule is enacted in conjunction with the EBITDA-based rule, as the 

ratio of net interest to third parties divided by EBITDA of the worldwide group can replace 

subject to Danish joint taxation, or which could be part of Danish international joint taxation, 

48

while following the implementation of ATAD article 4 also unused interest capacity (EBITDA) 

46 See Bill no 1726 of 27 December 2018.
47 See Bill no. 1726 of 27 December 2018.
48 See Bill no. 1726 of 27 December 2018.
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3.3. No implementation of the BEPS Action 4 report

does not seem to have converted to the idea of having an earning-based limitation rule as 
the main interest limitation rule. Instead the Danish legislator seems committed to the asset-
based limitation rule despite the concerns raised in the OECD BEPS Action 4 report, paragraph 

followed the OECD recommendations but apparently considers an earnings-based limitation 
rule a good supplement to the asset-based limitation rule.

of the recommendations into the current earning-based limitation rule, as part of the 
implementation of ATAD and thereby comply with the OECD BEPS Action 4 report. 

The OECD BEPS Action 4 report recommends that, as a minimum, the earning-based 
limitation rule is applied to all entities that are part of a multinational group, but countries 
may also apply it more broadly to include stand-alone entities. The Danish earning-based 
interest limitation rule goes further than the minimum recommendation as the rule applies 

The new Danish earning-based interest limitation rule includes the recommend group 

an equity escape-rule (assets-based ratio), as also discussed in OECD BEPS Action 4 report, 
paragraph 118 and possible under ATAD article 4.  ATAD article 4 enables a country to apply 
an equity escape-rule instead of the group ratio-rule. According to the equity escape-rule a 

the ratio of equity over total assets is equal to or higher than the equivalent ratio of the overall 

49

BEPS Action 4 report, mainly through ATAD, but still chooses to apply an asset-based main 
limitation rule, while the earnings-based EBITDA-rule complements the asset-based 
limitation rule.

3.4. European Union implementation

On 28 January 2016, the European Commission presented the proposal for ATAD I, as part 

May 2017, ATAD II was formally adopted amending ATAD I in relation to hybrid mismatches 

implementation of BEPS measures by each member state, which could fragment the single 

49 See OECD BEPS Action 4 report, para. 64-71.
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50 The 
public hearing ended 28 June 2018, and no actual bill was presented before parliament until 
3 October 2018.51 The bill 28 on the Danish implementation of ATAD I & II  was then separated 

into L 28 B and are still pending before the Danish Parliament. The Danish implementation 
is very similar to the wording of ATAD I & II and the details of the Danish implementation of 
the interest limitation rule(s) in ATAD article 4 are described above in section 3.2.

Lastly, it should be noted that part of the Danish thin capitalisation rule was found 
incompatible with articles 49 and 54 TFEU, as it only allowed a Danish resident company a 
tax exemption for interest paid by a Danish resident subsidiary, but not by a non-resident 
subsidiary, if the Danish subsidiary is not entitled to a tax deduction for the corresponding 
interest expenditure due to the Danish thin capitalisation rule. A new section 11(7) of the 
Corporate Tax Act was added to also allow for tax exemption for interest paid by a non-
resident subsidiary insofar as the Danish subsidiary is not entitled to a tax deduction for the 
corresponding interest expenditure due to local thin capitalisation rules, as well as the Danish 
thin capitalisation rule (had it applied).52 

The (in)compatibility of the consolidated approach in relation to both the asset-based 
limitation rule and the earnings-based limitation rule with articles 49 and 54 TFEU has been 
discussed - also in the light of the ECJ decisions in C-350/11 Argenta Spaarbank and recently in 
C-650/16 Bevola – but it has not resulted in any changes to the Danish legislation.

Part Four: Cross-border consequences

4.1. Domestic rules addressing foreign interest-limitation rules

deductions (double dip) as well as deduction/no-inclusion situations.
This includes hybrid rules, as described above, but also double dip rules. Individuals and 

are also deductible according to foreign rules.53 Further, losses in a Danish permanent 
establishment cannot be deducted if the losses can also be deducted in the foreign state, 
where the headquarter is resident.54 Foreign interest-limitation rules can prevent double dip 
situations by causing the Danish double dip rules not to apply. 

Further, a deduction/no inclusion can be avoided by denying a tax exemption for 
received dividends if the dividends can be deducted by the distributing entity.55 A denial of 
deductibility according to foreign interest limitation rules can thereby ensure that dividends 

50 

51 See Bill no. 28 2018-19.
52 Cf. s. 11(7) of the Corporate Tax Act.
53 Cf. s. 5G of the Tax Assessment Act.
54 Cf. s. 31 of the Corporate Tax Act. The rule was scrutinised by the ECJ in NN C-28/17.
55 Cf. s. 13 of the Corporate Tax Act. 
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Lastly, following the C-593/14 Masco-case Danish corporations and permanent 

the deduction of the corresponding interest payment and/or capital losses has been denied 
according to the thin capitalisation rule in another EU/EEA country; up to what would have 
been denied according to the Danish thin capitalisation rule had the borrower been a resident 

56 The tax exemption provided in the Danish thin capitalisation rule is herewith 

4.2. Mutual agreement and other mechanisms for avoiding double taxation

4.2.1. Before the BEPS Action 4 report

Danish tax authorities, a binding ruling on the Danish tax consequences of a considered 
transaction or a transaction which has already been carried out.57 It is also possible for 
corporations to request for an advance pricing agreement (APA) which is a commonly used 
tool by a number of multinational companies.58

administrative appeal of a tax assessment. The taxpayer cannot appeal a tax assessment 
directly to the courts prior to an administrative appeal before the Tax Board or Tax Tribunal.59 

been rendered. 60

The most common retroactive relief mechanism in relation to avoiding double taxation, 

61 
None of the Danish tax treaties in force include an active arbitration clause. However, the 
arbitration clauses in the tax treaties with Japan, Switzerland and Israel will be activated if 

also part of the EU Arbitration Convention (transfer pricing) and has implemented Directive 
2017/1852/EU on tax dispute resolution mechanisms in the European Union. 

56 Cf. s. 11(7) of the Corporate Tax Act.
57 Cf. s. 21 of the Tax Administration Act.
58 See Danish Branch report in Cahiers de Droit Fiscal International Vol. 101 A: Dispute resolution procedures in 

international tax matters. 
59 Cf. s. 48 of the Tax Administration Act.
60 Cf. s. 48 of the Tax Administration Act.
61 See Danish Branch report in Cahiers de Droit Fiscal International Vol. 101 A: Dispute resolution procedures in 

international tax matters.
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reservation possible to the MLI.62

been presented before the Danish Parliament.
It should be noted that none of the above-mentioned dispute resolution mechanisms 

the OECD BEPS Action 4 report. 

62 See 
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